
THINGS NOT SEEN BOOK REPORT

Things Not Seen Summary & Study Guide includes comprehensive information and analysis to help you understand the
book. This study guide contains the.

Discuss: how did he feel during this time? Not only do Alicia and Bobby come together as close friends, but
so do their parents. How do they each find ways to make their presence and wishes felt? Wrapping Up: Things
Not Seen. I mean, invisibility? Literature and reading: Have your students list the titles Bobby mentions liking
or reading, and then find them in the library. But it also gives teens a view into how very much their parents
love them and want to be there for them - even if they don't always know how to do that. To his advantage it is
winter so no one seems to notice when he escapes to the library covered by layers of clothing. He takes his
shower in the dark, like normal. And then worried. One night, Bobby goes to bed snuggling under his electric
blanket in his Chicago home. He hangs out at home, but gets bored and goes to the library again, where he
sees the girl from before. Ultimately, to save Bobby's family and reclaim his life, Bobby and Alicia launch an
investigation of their own, eventually discovering the truth behind Bobby's invisibility and a possible solution
to his problem. Bobby starts crying tears of joy and runs over to Alicia's house to tell her that he loves her.
Career Study: Bobby loves the library, and finds solace there. It is very much about the relationship Bobby
and Alicia have with their parents, as well as how they each navigate the twists and turns of their respective
lives, often thinking they are going it alone. It has a lot to think about. Alicia feels all-too-visible to her
parents, whom she feels are smothering her because of her blindness, and not giving her room to be who she
wants to be. What books do your students consider classics? You find yourself feeling like it is completely
plausible that a kid could turn invisible, and that there is a logical explanation for all of this. She also writes
him a poem. It's what I don't see. What kinds of things would you do if you knew nobody could see you? One
day, while exploring one of his favorite places, the library, he literally runs into a girl. Things get even more
difficult when his parents are in a car accident and hospitalized for several days, leaving Bobby on his own.
Together they help each other work through their situations to find friendship and a new strength that they did
not realize they possessed.


